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■ Proqress ReporT 7 Intersection

I Co-Chair’s Report
Martin Easterbrook

To fit into mailing limits this PR has to be short and 
to the point, so I will try to be brief enough to avoid 
Rhodri’s editing pencil.

As I write this we are just over 3 months from the 
convention and I have just got back from a programme 
division meeting. For the first time we had a full 
programme grid (printed on an AO plotter) with over 400 
items. After several years of bidding and almost 3 years 
of planning it is quite remarkable to see the plans 
starting to become reality.

It appears we are already benefiting from exploring 
the Intersections of SF and Fandom. The programme 
has only reached the stage it has through media fans 
coordinating literary events, cult TV fans donating video 
time to Science items, American fans working to contact 
US participants on a UK programme and various friends 
of the Worldcon donating their spouses for entirely 
unreasonable lengths of time.

Finally I would like to say that we want everybody to 
arrive safely at Intersection. Having made a few trips 
back and forth to the USA recently I urge people to have 
great respect for the problems of driving on the other 
side of the road and chat you try to avoid doing this 
when tired.

Let’s have a great convention and let’s be careful out 
there !

I Enditallrial
Rhodri James

Hello there. I’d like to take this opportunity to say a 
few words of my own.

First, I’d like to second Martin’s comments about 
getting here safely. When I went over for Magicon, I 
found that picking up my hire car from the airport was a 
mistake; driving on the right (for the first time), in a left
hand drive (for the first time) automatic (for the first 
time), at dusk, on an Interstate (for the first time) when 
my body insisted that it was well past midnight, was not 
a fun experience. Fortunately for me, Floridans tend to 
stick to the speed limits, which are much slower than I’m 
used to driving over here. You won’t be so lucky, 
especially if you land at Heathrow or Gatwick and have 
to brave the M4 or M2 5!

Finally, as the mostly silent PR editor, I’ve had a 
relatively easy time working for Intersection and an 
excellent view of what everybody else has been doing. 
It’s actually quite impressive. Contrary to all the doom- 
sayers’ prophesies, the sprawling organisation that is 
the Intersection committee is working, passing 
information around, doing things and generally getting 
on with the job. Oh, we’ve had our fair share of 
problems, misunderstandings, feuds and death threats, 
but compared with some conventions I’ve been involved 
in it’s been a model of fannish activity. It’s been fun.

See you at the con!

Intersection Progress Reports © 1995. All rights revert to contributors on publication. All uncredited work is probably the fault of the editor.
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ANDROMEDA
BOOKSHOP

MILL BE BTIBTERSECTIOH
4^ TEN REASONS WHY YOU 

SHOULD VISIT OUR STALL

ONE 
ESTABLISHED 1971 MAKING US THE 

WORLD'S OLDEST SPECIALIST SF SHOP

TWO 
MOST COMPREHENSIVE & UP TO DATE 

STOCK IN EUROPE

THREE 
FRIENDLY SERVICE FROM PEOPLE WHO BOTH 
LOVE SF AND FANTASY & KNOW THEIR STUFF

FOUR 
REGULAR SIGNING S WITH AUTHORS & ARTISTS

FIVE
WE SELL SF, FANTASY & HORROR BOOKS, 

MAGAZINES, VIDEO'S , AUDIO TAPES & CD'S

SIX 
EXTENSIVE SECOND HAND DEPARTMENT

SEVEN O
MAIL ORDER SERVICE TO OVER 42 COUNTRIES 4^

MAIL ORDER CATALOGUE EVERY TWO MONTHS

NINE
BY SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT WE WILL MAIL 

YOUR INTERSECTION PURCHASES HOME TO YOU

TEN
ANSWER AN SF TRIVIA QUESTION TO WIN AN 

EXCLUSIVE ANDROMEDA KEY RING II!

50 UHS URIT UHTIL IHTERSECTIOri?
SEND FOR OUR FREE CATALOGUE NOW

ANDROMEDA BOOKSHOP
84 SUFFOLK SREET, BIRMINGHAM Bl 1TA ENGLAND 

TELEPHONE 0121 643 1999 : FACIMILE 0121 6412001

I Addresses
Unless otherwise specified, please send all mail to 

the Intersection Office, at:

Intersection 
Admail 336, 
Glasgow 
G2 1BR 
Scotland
Tel/Fax: +44 181 522 1995

or in the US:

Intersection
P.O. Box 15430 
Washington D.C. 
20003-0430 
USA 
Tel/Fax: +1 301 345 5186

or by Email to:

intersection@smof.demon.co.uk

We also have a World Wide Web page, at

http://www.dcs.gla.ac.uk/intersection/

The 1996 Worldcon is
L.A.con III,
Aug 29th - Sept 2nd 1996,
Anaheim, CA, 
USA

Contact address:
SCIFI,
P.O. Box 8442,
Van Nuys, CA 91409
USA

The 1997 Worldcon is
LoneStarCon 2,
Aug 28th - Sept 1st 1997, 
San Antonio, TX, 
USA

Contact address:
P.O. Box 27277,
Austin, TX 78755 - 2277
USA
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Travelling to Intersection by Car
Peter Tyers

Introduction
This article is intended for those who are 

approaching the SECC for the first time and from some 
distance - locals are expected to know their own back 
yard (but the local map might be helpful!). Therefore I 
assume that you will be using a motorway.

The M8 (motorway) runs through Glasgow, skirting 
the very centre of the city. This is a very busy area 
traffic- and road-wise, so to save confusion when you 
arrive, jaded by the miles, my advice is to head straight 
to the SECC, unwind, get your bearings, and then try to 
find your hotel/accommodation. Hopefully, detailed 
information on how to get from the SECC to the main 
hotels will be available at the SECC. The SECC car 
park costs £2 per visit, payable on exit, and I’m told that 
there is no time limit.

At its simplest, the route is to get off the M8 at 
Junction 19 and follow the signs. As there is no 
apparent standard, the signs will say “SECC”, “SEC”, 
“Scottish Exhibition and Conference Centre”, or 
“Scottish Exhibition Centre” - don’t worry, it is all the 
same place! A hint - the SECC is a very large red shed 
with a tin roof, and the Moat House Hotel is a glass 
tower.

Approaching Junction 19
From the West: this is easy, just leave the M8 at 

Junction 19 and “turn left” onto the Clydeside 
Expressway. Ignore the rest of this section.

From the North: follow the A80(T) until you can turn 
onto the M73. Leave this at the next junction and “turn 
right” onto the M8 (signposted Glasgow).

From the East: follow the M8; at Junction 6 this 
becomes the A8(T), and then it returns to being the M8 
at Junction 8.

From the South: follow the A74(M), which becomes 
the M74. At Junction 1, "swing right" following signs to 
the M73 (do not follow the signs into Glasgow). At the 
next junction, "turn left" onto the M8 (signposted 
Glasgow).

Be very careful on the M8 - I found that the local 
drivers had no concept of lane discipline. They knew 
where they were going and went there with no thought 
at all for any one else, and the strangers just got in the

way while they sorted themselves out. Much of this 
stretch of the M8 has a 50 miles per hour speed limit - 
some people ignore it, but be warned that the Police 
(nationally) are getting much more vigilant about these 
things. You will also find that the junctions come thick 
and fast the closer you get (this is playing “Motorways” 
at the Expert level). I have heard rumours that road 
works are planned for the period of the Convention, 
though I have no details, so I can only advise you to be 
careful and be prepared for unexpected changes to your 
route.

Junctions 17 and 18 come together - one on either 
side (very interesting!), so keep in a central lane. 
However, Junction 19 is hiding just round the comer, so 
as soon as you are past 17/18, head to the nearside (i.e. 
left) lane. As you depart the M8 at Junction 19, you 
seem to descend into the bowels of the earth (actually, 
you are simply dropping down to street level from an 
elevated section). Be careful, it really can be rather dark 
down there, and there may be a queue of cars at the 
traffic lights.

The local bit
If you approached from the south, you are now on the 

Clydeside Expressway. Take the first exit left onto 
Finnieston Street. Turn right and head into the car park 
for the SECC, or proceed to the mini-roundabout and 
turn right for the Moat House.

The rest of you are now under the M8. Go straight 
through the first set of traffic lights, then turn right at 
the second set - onto Anderson Quay. When you get to 
the mini-roundabout, either turn right onto Finnieston 
Street and then left to the car park for the SECC, or go 
straight on for the Moat House.
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I A Message from Registration
Wim van de Bospoort

We will open our Registration desk for Intersection on Monday and Tuesday for pre-registered members who are 
volunteering; we will also handout Setup badges at this time to these wonderful people. From Wednesday on, we will 
open up all registration desks to all members. We will adjust our opening hours during the first two days to the flight 
schedules and transfers from the airport.

Registration will be provisionally be opened during the following hours:

Day Date Open Close Location Remarks
Mon Aug 21 15:00 18:00 Halil For pre-registered members only/Setup badges
Tue Aug 22 15:00 18:00 Halil For pre-registered members only/Setup badges
Wed Aug 23 10:00 22:00 Hall 1 All types
Thu Aug 24 10:00 22:00 Hall 1 All types
Fri Aug 25 10:00 18:00 Halil All types
Sat Aug 26 10:00 18:00 Concourse All types
Sun Aug 27 10:00 18:00 Concourse All types
Mon Aug 28 10:00 13:00 Concourse All types

During the busy hours there will be separate desks for Pre-registered Members, Conversions, New Members, Day 
Admissions and a Problem Desk. Special provisions will be taken for elderly people and other people who might need 
help. All queues will be marked clearly and separated into alphabetical order where appropriate. If you arrive after 
closing hours of registration on Thursday or Friday, and still want to go to the night programme, you can buy an 
temporary badge from Operations at several hotels (cash only). The next morning you can exchange this badge for 
your proper one at registration and get your money back. If you are a supporting member, the money is also a 
downpayment against your conversion fee. The temporary badge is only valid for one night.

To verify the identity of the pre-registered members and supporting members, we will accept the label which 
accompanies this Progress Report as a Photo-ID. We really want to aim at handling all pre-registered members in a 
world-record time.

Intersection (and of course Registration) will need a lot of help, so don’t hesitate to register on Monday or 
Tuesday!

*** ALL PAYMENTS MUST BE MADE IN POUNDS STERLING ***
*** WE CAN ACCEPT PAYMENT BY VISA OR MASTERCARD *** 

DO NOT FORGET TO TAKE THE LABEL OF THIS PROGRESS REPORT WITH YOU!

Travelling to Intersection by Car (cont).

The Moat House Hotel
The normal approach to the Moat House is to follow 

the road beside the river, going between the river and 
the hotel, and so into their car park. However, last 
winter’s flooding weakened the river bank and it might 
not be repaired in time. Watch out for signs to the hotel 
- they may still direct you right round the SECC and 
into the back of the car park.

Travelling by other means
If you arrive in Glasgow by train, then the most 

sensible thing to do is to get a taxi to your hotel (unless 
of course you arrive at Glasgow Central station and are 
staying in the Central hotel), check in and then walk or 
get another taxi to the SECC. Taxis within the city 
centre are cheap, a trip from the Central to the SECC 
costing only £2.

From the airport, you could get a taxi into the centre 
of Glasgow but it will cost you about £12. A much 
cheaper option is to take a bus into the centre, then 
either walk if your hotel is nearby or take a taxi. The 
bus driver will be able to tell you which stops are nearest 
to your hotel.

5
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I How To Survive In Britain
Margaret Austin

The following is a list of, I hope, useful information 
for the first-time visitor to Britain:

Money
You can use English bank notes throughout the 

United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland. 
Certain Scottish banks issue their own notes. Whilst 
these are not legal tender in England many shops will 
accept them, and they can be exchanged in banks. You 
will find notes in the following denominations:

English: £5, £10, £20 and £50
Scottish: £1, £5, £10, £20, and £100
Shops in Scotland may be wary of taking English £20 

notes as there are a number of very convincing forgeries 
in circulation.

One pound coins are available in four types (two with 
an English design, one Scottish and one Welsh). All can 
be used throughout the UK. Other coins in common 
circulation are: copper - Ip and 2p; nickel - 5p, lOp, 20p 
and 50p. Higher value coins e.g. £2 are issued from time 
to time but whilst they are legal tender they are usually 
retained as collectors items so you are unlikely to be 
given any in change.

Credit Cards
Most petrol stations and all but the smallest shops 

can be expected to take at least Visa and Mastercard 
(the latter is known as ‘Access’ in Britain). American 
Express and Diners Club are accepted in some outlets 
but are not nearly as common. If you are relying on 
using any card other than Visa or Mastercard to pay 
your way it may be advisable to bring a supply of 
travellers cheques as well. In any case, I suggest that 
you check with your hotel on arrival whether your card 
is accepted. If it is not you will probably be able to use 
your card to obtain a cash advance from a bank either 
over the counter or via a cash machine (ATM). Many 
cash machines in the UK can be accessed using Cirrus 
and Plus compatible cards as well as Visa, Mastercard 
and Eurocheque cards.

Travellers Cheques
Travellers cheques can be exchanged in banks and 

bureaux de change as well as larger hotels, although the 
rate of exchange is likely to be less favourable in a hotel. 
In contrast to the USA, travellers cheques are not 
generally used in shops and restaurants in the UK. 
Larger shops and restaurants may be willing to accept 
travellers cheques drawn in pounds sterling but check 
first to avoid embarrassment. Don’t rely on being able to 
settle your bill at small hotels and B&Bs with a 
travellers cheque or credit card. There is an American 
Express office opposite the Central Hotel. Information 

about the location of banks and cash machines will be 
available from the at-con information desk.

VAT
Most goods and services in the UK are subject to a 

sales tax known as value added tax (VAT) of 17^%. 
Notable exceptions are books and fresh produce such as 
fruit and vegetables, both of which attract a zero rate of 
VAT. Restaurants are required by law to state VAT 
inclusive prices on their menus. Similarly goods in 
ordinary shops (as opposed to commercial stationers and 
the like) will be labelled with their VAT inclusive prices. 
This means that what you see is what you pay at the 
checkout. Where goods are purchased for export to a 
non-EC country it may be possible for the supplier to 
charge the VAT exclusive price if shipment is arranged 
by the supplier. Alternatively, with a VAT receipt, you 
may be able to reclaim the VAT at the port of departure 
when you leave the UK. So if you plan to purchase any 
Wedgwood china, Waterford crystal or the like, ask the 
shop before you buy. Remember though that your 
purchases may be subject to import duty when you 
return home. Unfortunately you won’t be able to reclaim 
VAT on your restaurant bills or your hotel bills on 
leaving the UK as such purchases are regarded as items 
consumed within the UK and not exports.

Telephones
Pay phones come in several different varieties. Some 

take coins, others credit cards, others either Mercury or 
BT phonecards which can be purchased in many shops. 
All phones have instructions about when to insert the 
coins/card and how to make a follow-on call etc. 
Remember that within the UK you must dial the leading 
zero of UK numbers. To ring an overseas number first 
dial 00 followed by the country code eg 1 for the USA 
and Canada, 49 for Germany, 31 for the Netherlands, 81 
for Japan; then the area code eg 213 for Los Angeles, 212 
for the Bronx, 211 for Dusseldorf, 89 for Munich, 10 for 
Rotterdam, 3 for Tokyo, and then the number itself. 
Dial 100 if you need to speak to the operator e.g. to make 
a reverse charge call (US equivalent: collect call).

Emergency Services
The emergency services can be contacted by ringing 

999. There is no charge for the call and you do not need 
to insert any coins or cards. When you ring 999 you will 
be asked which service you require i.e. fire, police or 
ambulance.

Toilets
Ask for either the Ladies or the Gents as appropriate 

- the terms ‘restroom’ and ‘powder room’ may not be

6



Neil Wilson’s Guide to Glasgow
It may surprise visitors to Glasgow for the World SF 

Convention that the remnants of the city proper exist only in 
the environs of the High Street which stretches up from the 
River Clyde to the Cathedral. This lies on the cast side of 
the Victorian part of the town, which grows west from and 
focuses on George Square.

The city as it exists today is an amalgamation of villages 
which have been absorbed by the Victorian city and the 
Merchant City to the east of the City Centre, which extends 
from George Square. If you can grasp that the city is 
bounded to the east by the High Street, to the south by the 
Clyde and to the north and east by the M8 motorway, which 
loops over the top of the city centre and then down through 
Charing Cross and over the Clyde via the Kingston Bridge, 
then you can’t go far wrong. To the west of Charing Cross is 
the West End or University area and to the south of the river 
lies, not surprisingly, the South Side, which is affectionately 
called the ‘Suicide’ by residents to the north of the river.

Glasgow has won many plaudits in recent years as it has 
developed a more cultured image. It still retains perhaps the 
finest Victorian city development in Britain and it offers 
visitors almost anything they would look for in the way of 
eating, drinking and night life.

The following are merely representative of what is on 
offer. To have covered every decent pub and bistro in the 
city is beyond the scope of this Guide, but if you have an 
opportunity to visit any of the places listed, do so and you 
should not be disappointed.

— Bistros & Cafe Bars —
West End

Upstairs at the Chip, 12 Ashton Lane (Tel: 334-5007). 
Above one of Glasgow’s best restaurants, this fashionable 
wine bar carries a basic, wholesome menu with good wines 
and beers. 1 lam-11pm.

The Cui De Sac, 44 Ashton Lane (Tel: 334-8899). Good 
burgcr/crcpe place with a good atmosphere. There is a bar 
upstairs which is very popular. Noon-11pm, Fri/Sat until 
12pm.

Back Alley, 8 Ruthven Lane, off Byres Road. (Tel: 334- 
7165). A good Amcrican-style burger joint with plenty of 
American beers. Closes 11.30pm, Fri/Sat til 12.30am.

Cottier’s, 93 Hyndland Road (Tel: 357-5827). Converted 
church with a theatrical leaning and some Tex/Mcx fayre. 
Restaurant is upstairs. Frequent live gigs, so ask ahead.

Stravaigin, 26 Gibson Street. (Tel: 334-2665). Multi
faceted cuisine in almost continental atmosphere. Dishes 
emanate from Vietnam, Thailand and Mexico as well as 
Scotland and there are plenty of beers on hand.

Charing Cross
Baby Grand, 3/7 Elmbank Gardens. (Tel: 248-4942). 

Bordering the M8 and close to Charing Cross tube station. 
All sorts of food including a Tapas menu with occasional 
background music from the bar’s namesake.

Mitchells, 157 North St. (Tel: 204-4312). Across the M8 
from the Baby Grand. Food till 11pm, open until midnight. 
Closed on Sunday.

Nico’s, City, 375 Sauchiehall Street. (Tel: 332-5736). 
French influence with a limited menu. Mon-Sat: 8.30am- 
midnight, Sunday, noon-midnight.

The Belfry, 652 Argyle St, (Tel: 221-0630). Downstairs 
from one of Glasgow’s best restaurants (The Buttery) and in 
one of its few remaining tenement buildings in an area 

through which the M8 motorway was driven, this bistro 
serves food with a Scots/French style. Mon-Sat: lunchtime 
and 6-11pm.

City Centre/Merchant City
Tron Cafe-Bar, 63 Trongate. (Tel: 552-4267). Attached to 

the Tron Theatre with bistro to the rear and cafe to the front. 
Simple menu. Food till 11pm, closed on Monday evenings.

City Merchant, 97 Candlcriggs. (Tel: 553-1577). Cafe 
upstairs with the wine bar below. Varied menu of variable 
quality. Continental in feel, good wine list. Food till 
10.30pm, bar till midnight, closed Sunday.

Warehouse Cafe, 61 Glassford Street. (Tel: 552-4181). 
Above a clothing store and thus trendy. Till 5.45pm, closed 
Sunday.

Cafe Gondolfi, 64 Albion Street. (Tel: 552 6813). Up with 
the best of them. Quirky, upbeat with a good menu served 
all day. Mon-Sat: 9am-11.30pm. Sundays: midday till 
11.30pm. Bar closes 11pm.

Fratelli Sarti, 133 Wellington Street (Tel: 248-2228). 
Deli/takeaway and cosy coffee shop combined. No 
bookings, so be patient. Great pizzas and a haven for the 
Italian food freak.

— Restaurants —
You will not struggle to find the ubiquitous fast food joints 
in and around the city centre, but without prior knowledge, 
searching out the best eating places can be a bit of a trial. 
The best ones are not always the most expensive, but some 
of the pricier ones do deliver the goods and are worth a visit 
if the budget can stand it. What Glasgow lacks, thankfully, 
are the really expensive restaurants run by ‘superstar’ chefs 
which London possesses.

West End
The Ubiquitous Chip, 12 Ashton Lane (334-5007). One of 

Glasgow’s more famous eateries with an established 
reputation for Scottish food, fine wines and a marvellous 
selection of malt whiskies. The wine bar above has a 
simpler, more reasonable menu and the clientele are among 
the city’s most diverse. Lunch and 6.30-11pm.

Charing Cross
The Buttery, 652 Argyle Street (Tel: 221-8188). Above 

The Belfry and one of Glasgow’s best. Scots/French 
influence and eating in fine style.

City Centre/Merchant City
Cafe Rogano, 11 Exchange Place (Tel: 248-4055). 

Inspired by the Cunard liners of the 1930’s, this is a great 
Glasgow experience. Specialises in seafood with a cheaper 
menu available downstairs in the luncheon room. Lunches 
and 6-11.30pm, Fri/Sat, 11pm and Sun, 10pm.

— Pubs —
Where to start? The surge of real ale back into the market by 
popular demand has helped to bring back the concept of a 
pub as a temple to fine drink, something which the large 
brewers ignored in the 60’s, 70’s and early 80’s. The list 
here includes not only the big Victorian pubs which have 
survived and the newer ‘traditional’ ones which have sprung 
up, but also the more modern locations which have reputa
tions for good food, drink and service. A word of warning: 
Do not expect North American standards of service in pubs. 
Bartenders in the UK are frequently untrained and are 
sometimes in casual employment. Before you ask for a 
cocktail, make sure the bartender is speaking your language! 
Opening times are generally from 1 lam until 11pm.



West End
Jinty McGinty’s, Ashton Lane. A bar with a distinctly 

Irish flavour. Good stout ales and the usual plethora of 
American beers. Young clientele and very busy.

Upstairs at the Chip, 12 Ashton Lane. Opposite Jinty’s, 
above one of Glasgow’s better restaurants and packed with 
interesting folk. Good beers (try the Furstenburg, if you can 
afford it), good range of malts and Caledonian real ales. 
Reasonable eating in room attached.

The Living Room, 5-9 Byres Road. ‘Style’ bar with food 
and full of the chic kids.

Uisge Bcatha, 246 Woodlands Road. Looking like a cross 
between a Sir Walter Scott novel and an overflow from a 
Highland theatrical costumiers, this idiosyncratic hostelry is 
worth a visit. Good food at lunchtime.

The Brewery Tap, 1055 Sauchiehall Street. Marvellous 
range of real ales in this popular, lively student pub. Very 
near to Kelvingrove Museum.

Tcnnents, 191 Byres Road. Large pub with an enormous 
clientele and a huge number of guest ales.

Charing Cross
The Bon Accord, 153 North Street. Was this really 

Glasgow’s first real ale pub? It all seems so long ago...Now 
fully revamped, but still retaining an oldc worlde ‘charm’, 
this is a mecca for good ales and malts.

City Centre/Merchant City
Babbity Bowstcr, 16 Blackfriars Street. Also an hotel and 

bustling continental-style bar/cafe. Good ales accompany 
inexpensive Scottish/French-style food with good wines/real 
ales. Fairly busy but a great place to spy on Glasgow pub- 
life.

Blackfriars, 36 Bell Street. Excellent range of real ales 
with good food and some live music.

The Pot Still, 154 Hope Street. This is the pub if you want 
to try some of the more obscure and vintage malts. There arc 
over 300!

The Horse Shoe, 17 Drury Street. A legendary hostelry 
with one of the largest bars in Christendom. Bustling, 
city/ccntre clientele. This is how it must have once been...

— Italian/Chinese
/Indian Restaurants —

Something Glasgow has in abundance is good Italian, 
Chinese and Indian restaurants. The following are worth the 
effort but you will be spoiled for choice.

West End
La Parmigiana, 447 Great Western Road. (Tel: 334-0686). 

Good Italian food with good wines. Mon-Sat: Lunch and 6- 
11pm.

Trevi, 526 Great Western Road. (Tel: 334-3262). 
Football-crazy Italian place with a fine reputation. Mon-Fri: 
Lunch and 6-11pm. Sat/Sun: 6-11pm.

Charing Cross
Cafe India, 171 North Street (Tel: 248-4074). Up-market 

Indian food in a marvellous setting and conveniently close 
to the Bon Accord pub (for real ale), so why not kill two 
birds with one stone? Sun-Thu: 6-12pm; Fri/Sat until lam.

Creme de la Creme, 1071 Argyle Street (Tel: 221-3222). 
Indian cuisine in a converted cinema and ‘big’ in every way. 
Excellent. Lunch (except Sundays) until midnight.

Peking Court, 285 Sauchiehall Street (Tel: 353-1003). 
Curiously luxurious downstairs lounge in which you will be 
served extremely serious and immaculate Chinese cuisine. 
Mon-Thu: Lunch and 6-11.30pm. Fri/Sat: Lunch and 6- 
12.30am.

Loon Fung. 417 Sauchiehall Street. (Tel: 332-8971). 

Packed with Chinese folk so it must be good. The size of the 
place should not put you off. Noon-midnight.

City Centre/Merchant City
Canton Express, 407 Sauchiehall Street. (Tel: 332-0145). 

Limited menu is authentic and quick and the regime will be 
familiar to visitors from the US. Until 2am.

Peking Inn, 191 Hope Street. (Tel: 332-8971). Arguably 
still the best but certainly one of the first in town. Mon-Sat: 
Noon-11.30pm

Ristorante Caprese, 217 Buchanan Street (Tel: 332-3070). 
Cosy and carries with it a fine reputation for Italian food. 
Until 11pm. Advisable to book.

Trattoria Lanterna, 35 Hope Street (Tel: 221-9160). Not 
easy to find, but it is in a basement opposite the low-level 
entry to Central Station. Persevere, because this is an 
excellent lunchtime/dinner venue and serves authentic, 
good-value Italian cuisine. Good wine list, too. Lunchtime, 
and dinner until you leave, last orders 10:30pm. Closed 
Sundays.

The Crannog, 28 Cheapside Street (Tel: 221-1727). Okay, 
so it’s not easy to find but don’t be put off by its location in 
the lee of the Kingston Bridge. If it’s seafood you want, then 
go to the Crannog. Freshly caught and landed in Scotland, 
the menu is inventive and good value, particularly at 
lunchtime. Great wine list. Tue-Sat, midday-2:30pm, 6- 
9:30pm, Fri/Sat: 6-10:30pm. Closed Sunday.

Or, if you want to get out of the centre, 
try the following—

Killermont Polo Club, 2022 Maryhill Road. (Tel: 946- 
5412). Simply one of the great Indian experiences. 
Sumptous surroundings, good food and great service.

La Fiorentina, 2 Paisley Road West. (Tel: 420-1585). 
Across the Clyde and a 5-minute taxi from the city centre, 
this ‘Flatiron’-like edifice contains one of the great Glasgow 
Italian restaurants. Mon-Sat: Noon-2.30pm & 5.30-11pm. 
Last orders are at 9.30 and you should book.

The Cabin, 996 Dumbarton Road (Tel: 954-7102). 
Probably the best restaurant in the known universe. 
Stunningly inventive menu of Scottish/Frcnch cuisine in an 
unparalleled atmosphere. Getting in is difficult, but if you 
try for lunch, you might be lucky. Oh, yes...you’d better 
enjoy singing. Tue-Fri, 12:30-2:30; dinner is from Tue-Sat, 
7:30 until you leave.
— Theatre, Concerts, Gigs, Clubs — 
These are always well-covered in the pages of the Glasgow 
press. Look out the entertainment sections of The Herald 
(45p) or The Evening Times (28p). You can book tickets for 
just about any in town from: The Ticket Centre, Candlcriggs 
(Tel: 227-5511). All major credit cards accepted.

For more in-depth reviews etc, buy a copy of Scotland’s 
main events journal, The List (£1.50), available at all good 
bookstalls and newsagents. This covers just about every
thing that is going on in the central belt of Scotland (and that 
includes Edinburgh, but we Glaswegians don’t hold that 
against them!). The club scene in Glasgow is very vibrant 
and all weekly goings-on are detailed in The List, so it is 
well worth the asking price. —Neil Wilson
Neil Wilson is a Glasgow-based publisher whose Neil Wilson 
Publishing Ltd. specialises in Scottish interest books and who 
writes free lance on a subject close to his heart, namely malt 
whiskey.

Copyright © 1995 by Neil Wilson; Preprinted from the 
August 1995 issue of Science Fiction Chronicle.
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understood. There is no charge for the use of toilets in 
hotels and restaurants and no tip is expected. Some 
public conveniences have a coin-operated entrance. In 
theory, toilet paper is always provided although it often 
runs out and don’t expect the soft variety in all public 
conveniences. Only the best establishments offer fabric 
handtowels. Most either have roller towels, a hot air 
drier or paper towels (which also run out).

Electricity
The electricity supply throughout the UK is between 

220 and 240 volts and 50 hertz. The standard supply to 
a single wall socket is 13 amps but it may be lower in 
some older hotels. Do not touch switches or sockets with 
wet hands. 240V can kill. You will find that switches in 
bathrooms and other high risk areas are of the pull-cord 
variety. Don’t plug US appliances into the mains 
without the use of a step-down transformer unless the 
socket is labelled as being a 110V supply. You will often 
find such a socket next to the bathroom mirror for use 
with an electric razor only.

Shopping
Many shops throughout the UK are now open for at 

least a few hours on Sunday. Non-food shops are usually 
open from 09:00 to 17:30 on weekdays and Saturdays. 
Supermarkets typically open between 10:00 and 16:00 on 
a Sunday and 09:00 or earlier to 19:00 or later during 
weekdays and 09:00 or earlier to around 18:00 on a 
Saturday. After 21:00 most shops will be closed.

Beers, wines and spirits are available from off- 
licences and supermarkets. The sale of alcohol is not 
permitted to persons aged under 18. Sales of alcohol 
may be subject to restricted hours on Sundays.

Clothes and shoes are sized differently in Britain to 
both Europe and the USA (eg the US dress size 14 
equals UK dress size 16 equals continental size 42, US 
ladies shoe size 8 equals UK ladies shoe size 6.5 equals 
continental size 40).

Further details will be available from the at-con 
information desk.

Medicines and Medical Supplies
Prescription drugs can only be obtained from the 

pharmacy counter within a chemist shop although 
medicines for minor ailments such as coughs, colds and 
headaches can be purchased from supermarkets and 
other shops. Chemists are normally open from about 
09:00 to 17:30 Monday to Saturday but there will always 
be one open on Sundays to dispense prescriptions to 
those in urgent need. The local Police maintain details 
of the chemists rota.

Tampons and sanitary towels of many varieties are 
widely available from chemists and supermarkets as are 
condoms. All are frequently available from vending 
machines within public toilets.

Contact lens supplies can be purchased from 

chemists, some supermarkets and opticians (aka 
opthamologists or optometrists).

Post Offices and Postal Charges
The airmail rate for postcards is 25p to the EC, 30p 

to other European countries and 35p to the rest of the 
world.

Letters are charged according to their weight. The 
lowest airmail weight step for a sealed letter is 10g and 
costs 41p to rest of world. 20g costs 60p. Each 
additional 20g is 32p for Zone 1 which includes the USA 
and Canada and 42p for Zone 2 which includes Australia 
and Japan.

The lowest weight step for Europe for a sealed letter 
is 20g and costs 25p for the EC and 30p for non-EC 
countries. Each additional 20g is 12p.

You can only obtain the full range of stamps from 
Post Offices. These are open from approximately 09:00 
to 17:00 Monday to Friday and 09:00 to 12:00 on 
Saturdays. Post Offices close on Sundays and Bank 
Holidays. You can purchase books of stamps from 
vending machines outside Post Offices and from some 
shops and supermarkets. The latter tend only to sell 
books of 19p and 25p stamps (these are, respectively, the 
second class and first class UK rates).

Post boxes are red and are found either set into the 
wall or freestanding. There is a Post Office just around 
the corner from the Central Hotel - walk up Hope Street 
from the main hotel entrance and turn left at the first 
junction into Bothwell St. The Post Office is 
approximately 100 yards along this street on your left.

The Weather
Britain has weather not climate. Whilst it’s 

impossible to predict with any accuracy what the 
weather will be like in Glasgow in August it would be 
sensible to bring a raincoat and/or umbrella for any visit 
to the UK. Whilst the temperature in Glasgow could 
reach as high as 30°C (86 F) it is much more likely to be 
somewhere around 18°C (64 F) but is unlikely to drop 
below 10°C (50 F) either during the day or at night. 
Temperatures in the South of England are usually a 
little higher. Bringing clothes which can be layered is 
probably a good idea. Do bring at least one warm 
sweatshirt or jumper.

Restaurants
A guide to local restaurants will be included in the 

at-con membership packs. Restaurant menus display 
prices inclusive of VAT and must state whether a service 
charge is included. Where it is, no tip is expected. 
Where service is not included it is usual to tip 
approximately 10% of the bill. Remember to ask for the 
bill and not the check when you want to pay. Whilst the 
more upmarket restaurants might require men to wear a 
tie most restaurants and shops will be quite happy to 
serve a person in jeans (or even shorts) and a t-shirt.
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TOR CONGRATULATES OUR HUGO AWARD NOMINEES!

The sequel t< lugo

;ic novel

tor® science fiction

>.ress
CAM

JOHN BARNES 
Nominated for 
MOTHER OF STORMS
“Breathtaking....”—Publishers Weekly 
“A grand and exciting tale.”—Locus 
“Has Hugo contender written all over it.”—Science Fiction Chronicle 
MOTHER OF STORMS • John Barnes • ATor Paperback • 0-812-53345-3

“A big, ambitious and enthust

ND CHOOSERS | 
g “Beggars in Spain.” 
»book.”—Gene Wolfe B

JOHN
BARNES

I Souvenir Book Advertising Rates
The following are the advertising rates for the Intersection Souvenir Book. The rates below are in US dollars and 

pounds sterling, and are inclusive of VAT at lV/2%, i.e. you don’t need to play with the numbers.

Fan Semi-Pro I Educational Professional
Full page $180/£115 $385/£245 $530 /£335
V2 page $130/£85 $230/£145 $320/£200
14 page $95/£60 $160/£100 $195/£125
Vs page $70/ £45 $115/£70 $130/£80
Inside covers — — $675/£425

We will also be producing a Souvenir Book for the Hugo Awards Ceremony. Adverts in the Hugo Ceremony 
Souvenir Book must be related to the Hugo Awards themselves, and are charged at the following rates (again, 
inclusive of VAT).

Full page
Fan 

$85/£55
Semi-Pro I Educational 

$140/£88
Professional 
$195/£125

For further information on advertising in either the Souvenir Book or the Hugo Ceremony Souvenir Book, 
including page sizes and where to send your copy, please contact Stuart C. Kellinger, the Souvenir Book Advertising 
Manager, through the convention addresses (in Europe or the UK), or directly at P.O. Box 561, New York, NY 
10150-0561, USA. Do it quickly though, as the deadlines are in July!
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I Masquerade and Other Photography
Gytha North

Plans for photography at the extravaganzas 
(Masquerade, Hugo Awards, etc.) are still in their early 
stages at the time of writing, hence there is little real 
detail to report. However, here is an outline of where we 
are going. Full details will be available at the Con - so 
check with the general information desk as soon as you 
can after arrival.

It is planned to run the Masquerade photocall before 
the actual event, so even the photographers get to see 
the real thing. The photocall area will divided into two 
areas - flash and “natural” (i.e. floodlight). The colour 
temperature of the floods is not yet know, but will be 
available at the Con - if you have any colour correction 
filters, it would be helpful to bring them with you.

If you wish to register for the Masquerade photocall, 
you could let me know. However, I anticipate that most 
people will register at the Con - it will be on a first-come 
basis.

Flash photography is strictly forbidden during the 
Masquerade, and stewards will be encouraged to stomp 
very heavily on anyone that tries it (and their camera). 
The first reason is simply one of safety - many of the 
costumers will have restricted vision and most will be on 
a darkened stage, so anything that disturbs their ability 
to see could lead to an accident. Secondly, some 
costumers have eyesight problems and for them a flash
gun will be even more dangerous and could aggravate 
medical conditions. Thirdly, it generally upsets the rest 
of the audience (so they might stomp on you). Finally, it 
shows on video recordings. So if you must take photos, 
remove your flash gun or make sure that the flash is 
switched off. If your camera fires the flash 
automatically when it is dark then don’t use it! Hints for 
using existing light - use the fastest film you can get, fit 
a long lens to get you “nearer” to the costumes, and use a 
tripod or monopod to steady the camera.

Photography at other events will not be subject to a 
ban on using flash, and photocalls will be arranged 
where possible. However, I’d advise you to think before 
you shoot and not waste your film if you have a small 
unit and are far away from the stage.

Video cameras will only be allowed in positions 
where they do not disturb or interfere with the 
enjoyment of the audience. They must run on batteries 
- no mains power will be available (anything found

plugged-in anywhere may be confiscated for the duration 
of the Con by the Safety Officer!). The provision of areas 
for video cameras is under consideration.

If you are bringing any mains powered equipment 
from abroad, such as battery chargers, check that it can 
be used safely in the UK. Most power sockets are the 
standard British “3 pin, 13 amp”, so you might need an 
adaptor to get it to fit. The supply is 240 volts, 50 Hz so 
if your gear only runs on 110 volts, it might get fried!.

If you wish to volunteer to help with the 
Masquerade, or other, photocall(s), please contact me c/o 
the Masquerade address: 35, Iverley Road, Halesowen, 
West Midlands, B63 3EP, England (Email 
rrampant@cix.compulink.co.uk). Likewise, if you have 
any suggestions, advice, or other information to impart, 
please let me know. I hear that there has been a lot 
written on “the Net” about this, but as I’m not on 
Internet directly, you’ll have to rely on snail-mail if 
something matters that much to you. If you need to 
phone, my number is 01603 (or +44 1603 from abroad) 
861497 - please remember time differences - waking me 
up really will not engage my enthusiasm!
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I Miscellaneous Information
British Airways

British Airways

One last time now:

Specially discounted fares from British Airways have 
been offered for all Intersection members.

To take advantage of this offer please phone your 
local British Airways office for details. Just quote 
reference 010*115/62.

Please note, this offer is only valid when booking 
direct with a British Airways office, or with the official 
Intersection Travel Agent, Morgan’s Tour and Travel.

Portrait Gallery Participants
The Portrait Gallery will not be shown at 

Intersection this year. The collection has grown to the 
point that it is impractical to ship it overseas. Some of 
the fans who have worked for the Worldcon Exhibits are 
not able to travel this year, and will not be available to 
assist in the setup and tear down of the exhibit.

The Portrait Gallery is a collection of now more than 
350 professional portraits taken by Christine Valada of 
professionals in the industry. The collection was started 
in 1989 and first displayed at Noreascon 3, along with 
individual biographies of each participant. The 
collection was later displayed and expanded at every 
Worldcon since.

The Portrait Gallery will be displayed at LA Con 3, 
in Los Angeles, next year and will contain portraits 
taken at ConFrancisco, Conadian, and Intersection. 
Participants will be contacted in approximately May 
1996 to update their biographies. Changes of address, or 
requests for more information may be directed to:

Gary Louie; Post Office Box 179; Simi Valley, 
California 93062-0179 USA;

or by EMail to G.Louie3@genie.geis.com.

Programme Times
Intersection’s programme will be running from 10am 

Thursday 24th August until late evening on Monday 28th 
August. How busy it will be then depends on the 
scheduling that the programming team are doing at the 
moment, but at present everything is fitting together 
very nicely as far as your editor can see.

Be warned that Monday 28th August is a Bank 
Holiday in England, so there will be a lot of traffic on the 
roads south of the border!

WSFS Errata
Somehow or other we managed to omit the new 

Standing Rule 24 from the copy of the World Science 
Fiction Society Standing Rules in PR6. Here it is now in 
all its glory:

“Rule 24: In the version of the Constitution and 
Standing Rules provided by the Business Meeting staff 
for publication prior to the following Worldcon, all 
changes and deletions shall be clearly indicated. ”

There is one other error in the Business Passed On 
section, which is that the opening should of course say 
“Items 1 through 5 have...”

Party Time!
Anyone who is intending to run a party in the 

Central or Crest hotels should be aware that we have a 
corkage waiver arrangement with both hotels. In the 
Central, we have set aside small function rooms for 
parties on the first floor. If you want to hold a party 
there it will cost you £30 for the room hire and £50 
corkage (including provision of glasses and cleaning the 
room afterwards). The costs may be a little higher for 
the larger function rooms. Those throwing the party are 
free to bring in their own food and drink.

At the Crest, there is no additional charge for 
bringing food and drink in (we’ve already paid that). On 
the down side, there are no free glasses and the 
organisers of the party have to do their own clearing up.

We have no corkage agreements with other hotels.

Membership Information
By the time you receive this PR it will be too late to 

pre-register for Intersection. It will be possible to join on 
the door, at a rate of £100 for full attending membership. 
Single and multiple day rates will also be available, if 
you don’t want to attend the whole convention.

Please note that we will only accept sterling 
payments for registering at-the-door!

Fan Reproduction
If you are intending to bring fanzines, leaflets and 

the like along to Intersection for reproduction, please be 
aware that Scotland like the rest of Europe uses the A- 
series paper sizes rather than quarto. A4 paper is 
slightly longer and narrower than quarto (roughly 8 by 
IV/2 inches vs 872 by 11), so make sure that anything you 
bring will fit onto A4. We may be able to provide quarto 
copying services, but we cannot guarantee them.

Kaffeklatches
There will be kaffeeklatches at Intersection, a chance 

to drink coffee and chat with various authors. Please 
sign up at the con.
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US/English Dictionary
Margaret Austin

It was once said that America and Britain are two nations separated by a common language. Just to prove the 
nt, here are some of the words which often trip us up.
This dictionary is only intended as an indication of the minimum necessary to prevent people getting into trouble, 

ere are plenty of guide books that people can buy including “C’mon Geez yer Patter” which is a light hearted 
dictionary of Glaswegian slang.

It has to be said that most people in the city centre or official places like museums speak accented, but non- 
colloquial English, so there will be relatively few strange words. It’s only when you go outside the city, particularly up 
north that the problem will occur. The accent alone will probably cause your biggest problem!

American

After

English 
Equivalent 
Past

Ass/Butt Arse

Bangs Fringe
Bathroom Toilet

Bill Note

Bobby pin Hair grip

Bum (1) Tramp
(2) Cadge

Check (1) Cheque
(2) Bill

Chips Crisps

Closet (1) Cupboard
(2) Wardrobe

Cookie Biscuit

Cotton Candy 
Diaper

Drugstore

Duct tape 
Eggplant 
Elevator 
English muffin

Candy Floss 
Nappy

Chemist

Gaffer Tape 
Aubergine
Lift

Explanation/Comment

As in the time, e.g. 20:10 = ten past 
eight, and 11:30 = half past eleven 
“Bum” or “bottom” are alternatives. 
(Use of term “arse” may cause 
offence)
(Hair)
In the UK a bathroom will contain a 
bath and/or shower and washbasin, 
not necessarily a toilet. If looking for 
the toilet in a hotel or restaurant ask 
for the Ladies/Gents (as appropriate) 
or the “loo”
In the UK money is usually referred 
to as “notes” rather than “bills” 
Available from chemists such as 
Boots
Or down-and-out
As in “Can I cadge a cigarette off 
you?”
As in payment
When you are ready to pay for your 
meal in a restaurant ask for the bill 
“Chips” means French fried potatoes 
in Britain.

The cupboard in which clothes hang 
is always referred to as a wardrobe 
whether or not it is free standing 
“Cookie” is well understood to mean 
biscuit

Available from chemists and 
supermarkets
Best known chemist in Britain is 
Boots

Fanny Arse

Faucet Tap
First floor Ground floor
Flashlight Torch
Freeway Motorway
French Fries Chips

Iced Tea —

No such thing! You will though 
find muffins and crumpets on the 
menu at tea-time but not usually at 
breakfast time
“Fanny” means female genitalia to 
an Englishman. Don’t use in Britain

This is the floor at street level.

Smart restaurants tend to use the 
term “French Fries”
Iced tea as a soft drink is virtually 
unknown in the UK. You may be 
offered a commercial canned version 
called Liptonice.

American English 
Equivalent

Explanation/Comment

Icebox

Jello

Fridge

Jelly

If it actually has ice in it, it’s 
probably a freezer.

Jelly Jam Sometimes known as “preserves”
Kleenex

License plate

Tissues

Number plate

The brand Kleenex, although 
popular, has not become the generic 
term in the UK

Mail Post As in postman, post box, Post Office 
etc

Over easy

Pants Trousers

You may have to explain this term 
as eggs are usually fried on one side 
only in the UK

Plastic wrap Clingfilm This is the clingy, stretchy sort of 
plastic used to wrap sandwiches

Pocketbook

Pop 
Popsicle

Handbag

Fizzy drink 
Ice lolly

Purse is used only to mean what you 
keep coins in

RV — The term “recreational vehicle” is not 
used in the UK and has no direct 
equivalent.

Rest Room Ladies/Gents Toilets can always be identified by 
either the word “Ladies” or “Gents”, 
as appropriate, or by a picture of a 
woman or man on the door.

Sanitary napkin Sanitary towel Widely available from chemists, 
supermarkets and other shops

Sidewalk Pavement or Footpath
Soda Soft drink “Soda” is used only to mean soda 

water or washing soda
Store

Stroller

Shop'

Pushchair

Store tends not to be used on its own 
but you will hear “department store”

Sunnyside up — Fried eggs are usually served this 
way in the UK

Table

Tuxedo

Set aside

Dinnerjacket

As in “to table a motion”. “Table” 
means the exact opposite in Britain

Trunk Boot Of a car
Vest Waistcoat A vest is an undershirt in Britain
Washcloth Flannel Small hotels are unlikely to supply 

these
Wash up

Zucchini

Wash

Courgette

“Wash up” means to do the dishes in 
Britain
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OF THE COAST

Demonstration games

If you know of any similar events happening in your area, please contact us at the telephone number 
given above and we will do our best to help.We usually need to know at least one month in advance 

of the event, preferably longer for a larger convention so that we can plan our attendance.
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